Stanford Advanced Project Management Certificate

Leadership for Strategic Execution (XAPM111)
Sample Agenda

Primary Instructors
John Boose, Robert Sutton, Hayagreeva Rao, Frank Flynn, Jeffrey Pfeffer

Thornton Building, Stanford University

12:00–1:00  Registration and Lunch
1:30–2:00  Introduction and Overview
2:00–3:30  Good Boss, Bad Boss
3:30–3:45  Break
3:45–5:00  Scaling-Up Excellence in Teams and Organizations
5:30  Reception—Stanford University Campus

Thornton Building, Stanford University

7:30–8:00  Continental Breakfast
8:00–9:45  Leading the Strategic Change Process
9:45–10:00  Break
10:00–12:00  Harnessing Collective Intelligence

12:00–1:00  Lunch
1:00–2:45  Communication and the Art of Persuasion
2:45–3:00  Break
3:00–5:00  Scaling-Up Excellence in Teams and Organizations
Thornton Building, Stanford University

7:30–8:00  Continental Breakfast
8:00–10:00  The Leader You Want To Be
10:00–10:15  Break
10:15–12:00  My Personal LSE Strategy
12:00–1:00  Lunch
1:00–3:00  Leading with Power
3:00–3:15  Break
3:15–5:00  Leading with Power, continue